Design Guide
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Welcome to Siscovers

Shari Hammer, founder, CEO and Creative
Director at Siscovers

Siscovers was founded by Shari Hammer in 1983 when Shari and
her sister were inspired to create futon covers for the emerging
futon trade.

Let’s begin with the fabrics; we inventory over six hundred fabrics in our Minnesota production facility.
Here at Siscovers we keep our finger on the pulse of new and emerging home and fabric trends to
give you the best selection of soft goods for all living spaces.

Shari’s love of fabric and design quickly expanded the company’s
product line to include more soft-home furnishings. Today
Siscovers is a leading manufacturer of all top-of-bed, decorative
pillows, outdoor pillows, throws, daybed covers curtain panels and
so much more.

Fabric information can be found on the Fabric Catalog at siscovers.com or on the label sewn onto the
physical fabric sample.

Our bedding collections are designed and crafted with style and
an eye for detail. Everything is customizable to be made just the
way you want.
We deliver exceptional value and individualized service to fine
retailers and interior designers.
We cut, sew and ship from our U.S. production facility in Brooklyn
Center, Minnesota.
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Fabric

Fabric samples can be purchased either singly or as the whole
set. Each fabric sample is labeled with it’s name, content, price
grade and care.
You will notice we have a great variety of fabrics – from solids
to patterns, from cottons to polyesters, from casual to glam, and
every color under the sun. Shari continues to scour the globe to
bring you the finest fabrics at the best prices.
Now that you know we have a lot of great fabric to work with….
let’s start designing the bedding collection of your dreams!
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Duvet Cover

Bed Cap

Design a duvet cover:
1. Choose your size
• Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, Expanded Queen, King, Cal King, Expanded King, and Super King or
we can make a custom size
2. Choose filled or unfilled
• A filled duvet cover comes with a down-alternative comforter insert buttoned inside the duvet
cover
• An unfilled duvet cover does not include the comforter insert
3. Choose front and backside fabrics
• The front and back can be the same fabric or you can choose two different fabrics
• Note: we have a wide variety of light weight, solid color Dublin lining fabrics that work great for
the backside
4. Add custom construction details
• Piping can be added in any fabric around the edges

Design a bed cap:
1. Choose your size
• Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King, or we can make a custom size
2. Choose from three styles
• Unlined bed cap is made from one fabric
• Lined bed cap has fabric on the front and backside, it does not include the comforter insert
• Lined and Filled bed cap has fabric on the front and backside and includes a down-alternative
comforter insert sewn inside
3. Choose the fabrics
• The front and back can be the same fabric or you can choose two different fabrics
• Note: we have a wide variety of light weight, solid color Dublin lining fabrics that work great for
the backside
4. Choose drop length
• 14” (standard drop) Twin and Full
• 15” (standard drop) Queen and King
• Custom drop lengths are available

Experience the innovative “no-shift” duvet cover. Eight buttons are sewn inside the duvet cover on
the corners and sides. Our down-alternative comforter insert has button holes to keep it securely
buttoned in place. Then, a zipper closure on the duvet cover keeps it all inside, neat and tidy.
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The bed cap is a modern alternative with a tailored appeal, perfect for platform style beds. It has the
two tailored corners at the foot of the bed.
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Bed Pillow Shams

Decorative Pillows

Design a bed pillow sham:
1. Choose your size
• Standard Bed (26” x 20”), Queen Bed (30” x 20”), King Bed (36” x 20”), and Euro (26” x 26”)
2. Choose the fabric
3. Add custom construction details
• Knife Edge is the standard construction. Straight seamed edges
• Add Piping. Choose any fabric to pipe (.25” round) around edges
• Add a Flange or Contrasting Flange. A standard flange is 3”, but we can make a smaller or
larger custom sized flange
• Add Boxed or Boxed and Piped construction. A standard boxed edge is 3”
4. Need a pillow insert? Add our eco-friendly down-alternative pillow inserts that are filled with 100%
polyester fiberfill made from recycled materials

Design a decorative pillow:
1. Choose your size
• Square pillows - 16” x 16”, 18” x 18”, 20’ x 20”, 22” x 22”, 26” x 26”, 30” x 30”
• Oblong pillow - 26” x 14”
• Lumbar pillow - 21” x 12”
• Bolster pillows - 21” x 8”, Twin (39” x 8”), Full (54” x 8”), Queen (60” x 8”), King (76” x 8”)
• We can make custom-sized pillows
2. Choose the fabric
3. Add custom construction details
• Knife Edge is the standard construction. Straight seamed edges
• Add Piping. Choose any fabric to pipe (.25” round) edges
• Add Tufted Covered Buttons. Choose any fabric to cover the buttons
• Add a Flange or Contrasting Flange. A standard flange is 3”, but we can make custom size
flange. Not available on bolster pillow
• Add Boxed or Boxed and Piped construction. A standard boxed edge is 3”. Not available on
bolster pillow
4. Our eco-friendly down-alternative pillow insert is included. You can up-grade with a feather-down
insert in most pillows sizes

Mix or match? Add coordinating bed pillow shams to your bed-scape. Our shams have an easyzipper closure across the bottom of the sham.
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Zhoosh up your bed-scape or any of your living spaces with a bunch of comfy accent pillows to add
color and texture. Our pillows include a removable sham with zipper closure and pillow insert.
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Bed Scarves
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Bed Skirts

Bed scarves are like icing on the cake. This additional design element will take your top-of-bed design
to next level luxury.

Complete your bedding collection with a coordinating bed skirt. Not only will it add beauty, it will also
allow you to use the space under the bed to store items out of sight but still easily accessible.

Design a bed scarf:
1. Choose your size
• Twin, Full, Queen, King
2. Choose the fabric
3. Choose your style
• Throw style is hemmed on the edges and can be folded or draped at the foot of the bed
T (50” x 60”), F (50” x 75”), Q (50” x 80”), K (50” x 96”)
• Runner style is self lined and narrower than the throw
T (22” x 60”), F (22” x 75”), Q (22” x 80”), K (22” x 96”)
• Padded style is runner scarf with a down- alternative padded insert inside
T (22” x 60”), F (22” x 75”), Q (22” x 80”), K (22” x 96”)
4. Custom sizes are available

Design a bed skirt:
1. Choose your size
• Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, California King
2. Choose the fabric
3. Choose the style
• Tailored - Our tailored bed skirts are constructed with a box pleat in the center and on the end
of each panel and are sewn to a flat fabric base that sits on top of the foundation or box-spring
• Gathered - Our gathered bed skirts are made of softly gathered panels and are sewn to a flat
fabric base that sits on top of the foundation or box-spring
4. Choose drop length
• Our standard drop is 15”. Custom drops are available
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Sis Bedding Collections

Sis Select Bedding Collections

Need some design ideas? We offer a wide range of beautiful pre-curated bedding collections to get
your creative juices flowing. You can buy them just the way they are shown or add customizations* to
be made just the way you want.

Customized bedding collections made easy! Our Select bedding collections start with a solid fabric
for the duvet cover (or bed cap) and matching bed-pillow shams. Then, you get to choose the fabric
for the two toss pillows.

Our Sis bedding collections are available in these price categories
• Sis Studio
• Sis Essentials
• Sis Signature
• Sis Primo
• Sis Luxe

Our Select bedding collections are available in these price categories
• Sis Essentials Select
• Sis Signature Select
• Sis Primo Select
• Sis Luxe Select

The Sis bedding collections include the following components
• Duvet cover with a comforter insert buttoned inside OR a lined and filled bed cap
• Two bed-pillow shams with zipper closures (bed-pillow inserts not included) (twin has one
sham)
• One 16” x 16” toss pillow as shown (the pillow insert is included)
• One 26” x 14” toss pillow as shown (the pillow insert is included)

The Select bedding collections include the following components
• Solid duvet cover with a comforter insert buttoned inside OR a solid lined and filled bed cap
• Two matching bed-pillow shams with zipper closures (bed-pillow inserts not included) (twin
has one sham)
• One 16” x 16” toss pillow from any Sis Fabric (the pillow insert is included)
• One 26” x 14” toss pillow from any Sis Fabric (the pillow insert is included)

*Customizations are priced using our a la carte price list
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Curtain Panels
Complete your design with coordinating or matching curtain panels. Our hand-crafted curtain panels
have metal drapery weights sewn into the bottom hem to ensure your curtains fall beautifully and stay
in position. Our standard curtain panel width measures 50” wide and come in multiple lengths – 84”,
96”, 108”, and 120” or any custom length. A pair of panels will fit windows 30” to 60” wide. Panels are
unlined and sold individually. Curtain lining is available and can be added to any curtain panel.
Flat Panel
Simple yet stylish. Flat top with a standard 1 ½” rod pocket.
Rod pocket size is customizable.

Rod Pocket Panel
Well-suited for most rooms. This classic design has a 1” flange at
the top with a standard 1 ½” rod pocket,
Rod pocket size is customizable.

Tab Top Panel
Create a comfortable, casual look. 3 ½” long tabs sewn across the
top of the panel.
Tab size is customizable.

Sis Supreme Bedding Collections
Many of our Sis bedding collections are also available as a Sis Supreme. That means we have added
even more curated elements to the collection.

Grommet Panel
Add a modern touch to your decor. Grommets measure 1.5” inside
diameter and are available in four metalic colors.

The Supreme elements added are usually
• Two 20” x 20” toss pillows (the pillow inserts are included)
• Two or three 26” x 26” Euro Shams
Add even more elements to your bed-scape. We suggest
• An 18” pillow
• A lumbar pillow
• A bed scarf
• A bed skirt
• Curtain panels

Back Tab Panel
Create an elegant clean line with back tab panels. 4” long hidden
tabs are sewn onto the back of the curtain header. The rod slips
through the tab so that neither is visible from the front.

Hidden Tabs
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Our Sis customer service team is available to answer your
questions, provide price quotes and take your orders.
Business Hours:
• Monday - Thursday 9 am - 5 pm CST
• Friday 9 am - 4 pm CST
Contact us:
• Phone 800-989-5435
• Email Sis@siscovers.com

What to expect after placing your order:
• You will receive a confirmation email. Please double check
your order for accuracy
• Your order will ship within 15 business days. Only on rare
occasions, during peak volume periods we may need
additional time. Need it sooner? An additional 15% rush charge
can be added to ship within 3 business days
• When your order ships, you will receive an email with tracking.
Transit time is typically 1-5 days to arrive at your destination
• Custom orders are final. Exceptions for incorrect or flawed
materials only
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Discover...

the best-made bedding brand in the industry.

We have what you need...

top-of-bed, pillows, curtain panels, outdoor pillows, daybed covers, futon covers, fabric,
and custom made-to-order.

Take comfort...

we design and craft in the heart of the United States with impeccable style and sew
with an eye for detail.

800-989-5435
www.siscovers.com

